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Dear Friends,
I hope that all of you have remained safe and healthy during this
time. As spring has turned to summer and now fall, we are still
learning how to navigate and adapt as the pandemic lingers and
the fight for racial justice continues. There have been gains and
losses, successes and setbacks. We’re creating new routines and
structures while figuring out what work, balance, family, and life
looks like within these times. While some uncertainty remains,
we’re making our way forward, with clarity, with redefinition of
purpose, and with extension of grace to ourselves and others as we walk though this unfolding
reality together.
One thing that has endured is our mission and focus to bringing opportunities for writing and
creative expression to those that are often unseen or unheard. We’ve recently completed online
workshops for nurses on the front line of the COVID-19 pandemic. We’re currently working to
continue our partnership with immigrant youth through United We Dream, and we’re moving our
annual spring Gala to the virtual space. We’re also focusing on deepening our work with the crisis
by reaching out to other groups affected by this pandemic; COVID-19 long haulers and local
teachers.
As we move forward in this work, we realize it is all possible because of your support. Now more
than ever, your donations are vital as we hold space for communities whose voices need to be
heard and as we reach out to new populations. Thank you in advance for your generosity, especially
during this season, and for recognizing the power of sharing and bringing forth these stories. Day
by day we get stronger as we partner in this work together.

Sincerely,
Jenna Jackson
Executive Director
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WGI Zooming:
New York Professional Nurses
Union

This year, as a part of our response to the Covid-19 pandemic, we started a new partnership with the
New York Professional Nurses Union (NYPU), in an effort to serve those who had been on the front
lines of the pandemic in New York City.
We offered these workshops in our new, fully online model to a group of nurses from different
hospitals across New York City. We completed two sections, four sessions total, of these workshops in
August. In those sessions with our mentors, the nurses dove into writing and creative expression in a
way they never had before. They wrote beautiful, poignant and powerful pieces about their lives and
experiences.
Nurse Stephanie Theirault said, "We are a group of nurses that fought and survived a pandemic; there
is so much for us to process. It was valuable to have the workshop online in the privacy of our homes.
I've always wanted to take some time to write. This workshop was the perfect project to get the ball
rolling."
In early 2021 we will hold another round of workshops in partnership with NYPNU and are thrilled to
continue our work with these extraordinary nurses.
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Participant Interview: Stephanie Grant

Stephanie Grant recently participated in our workshop with the NYPNU.
She shared with us her experience.

Tell us a little about you. We know you are a nurse in NYC. Where are you from originally?
I am originally from Florida, but I relocated here from Atlanta 8 years ago after traveling the country for 13
years as a travel nurse.
What is your earliest memory of writing?
I began writing poetry in junior high school.
What do you think makes a good story and what kinds of stories are you drawn to?
I think anything that the author is passionate about can make a great story. Typically, I’m drawn to
inspirational writings of no specific genre.
Have you been able to continue your writing throughout your nursing career — what does a typical
day in your life look like — and how do you make time for writing?
Sadly, I have not had much time to continue writing. A typical workday for me is waking at 5-6am to prepare
for my 12-hour shift and returning home approximately 9pm. On a typical day off I’m either volunteering for
Westchester VAS crisis line, with New York Cares at a food bank, or teaching yoga (virtually). Pre-pandemic I
enjoyed exploring the globe.
What lead you to sign up for the WGI Writing workshop with NYPNU?
My therapist suggested that I write a biography.
Did that workshop change or impact your writing process in any way?
Absolutely! The workshop provided valuable insight, techniques, and styles that would improve my writing.
What inspires you?
Becoming the best version of myself.
What is a favorite quote or piece of advice you want to share?
“If you have a strong enough what, the how will come”
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Covid Long Haulers - A Piece By T.D. Mitchell
WGI Mentor

Note: As we have learned more about COVID-19 and its long-term impact on many COVID survivors, we have
identified these COVID long-haulers as a group that we would like to work with in future writing workshops. We
reached out to one of our writing mentors to build our understanding of this community and their needs.
Our vocation is largely practiced in a privacy more alone than lonely. Yes, there are times writers work
collaboratively, and in formats such as series, grouped together in a designated holding cell unique to TV's
demanding production schedule. For me, this was one of the greatest shocks of moving from writing plays
alone into "the Writers' Room"-- so much together time after years of habituation to the singular battle of Me
vs. the Blank Page.
Fiercely protective of my solitude, I quietly welcomed the first rumblings of lockdown back in February and early
March. Finally, my hermitage considered a public health good rather than a sign of grumpy social reticence. It's
not that I don't need people; I just need people to not be anywhere near me for a minimum of six hours daily to
write and stay sane.
Ironic that our greatest weapon against Coronavirus spread is isolation, whilst the greatest threat to mental
health is this same isolation. Survivors of the Long-Tail/Haul or sometimes called Long-Term Covid variety suffer
not only ravages to major organ systems and often crippling fatigue, but the brutality of extreme isolation. At
times it's literal, in the form of quarantine alone while physically weakened and ill. But their isolation is also
psychological, socio-political, and medical/economic -equally debilitating.
The closest health crisis comparison is to the HIV/AIDS epidemic. As it was for early HIV/AIDS victims, LongTerm Covid (LTC) is shrouded in medical mystery, engenders fearfulness and discrimination, with no agreed
upon treatment protocol, incurable and potentially fatal. It spreads unabated due to government inaction,
public misconceptions, and political weaponization. LTC is not even formally named as such, meaning it likewise
has no diagnostic code to be applied across physician's charts and countless medical insurance claims. Only
recently has LTC as "a thing" started to appear in mainstream media, but public dialogue remains a zero-sum
game: either you have Covid, or you don't; either you had Covid and you're better, or you died. -The End. Roll
credits.
Covid-19 is a "novel" coronavirus because it does not behave predictably like other coronaviruses. And once a
patient repeatedly tests negative, though experiences symptoms (often in nonlinear and system-shifting form)
for months afterward, that patient enters a space of indefinite namelessness; marginalized among a population
in denial that the disease actively killing them even exists. Hundreds of thousands of LTC survivors struggle in
this limbo of erasure and invisibility, a casualty of gross national empathy deficit, and a stressed-to-breaking,
profit-based healthcare system.
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T.D. Mitchell, c’td
As writers, we know the power of naming things, be it in characters or geography, or time. With those
details, we declare to our audience, "You know I am telling you the truth because I have named it." And the
reader enters a compact with us: they will believe the story we tell, because we have named everything; we
agree we will tell it honestly.
The Importance of Naming Things comes up in every mentorship I have done within and without the WGI,
just as I was taught.
Now, through its plan to provide LTC survivors workshops, the WGI would offer visibility. By naming it. By
calling it real; refusing to perpetuate the fatal machinery of denial. By giving Survivors the tools with which
to tell their stories, putting names and faces to the real human toll this disease continues to exact from our
families, colleagues and community. Otherwise, the growing numbers of infected are so inconceivable and
abstract, the public becomes numb.
That numbness is itself a public health threat.
The best vaccine against it is humanization and truth through storytelling.
Just as this nation was ill-prepared to care for the myriad injuries borne by military veterans of recent
conflicts, we are even less prepared for the scores of Covid Survivors and their* medical, social, and
economic needs, not fully known or named today. It is incumbent upon us as mentors, as professional
artists, to step up to the challenge and provide visibility and amplification warranted by this emergency
however we can.
*correction: that word should be "our" not "their", as "their" implies other than me or other than we writers.
We have a compact, you and I, reader, that I will tell you the story honestly, and you will trust me to take you
on this journey.
So I'll come clean and tell you, here, that just after the last WGI online workshop I co-mentored in March, for
disabled veterans and caregivers, I became one of "them" -the erstwhile nameless Long-Term Covid
Survivors of America's First Wave.
"Their" is "our" and "they" are "us" and "them" is me.
And this Survivor rejects invisibility.
--T. D. Mitchell
writer/screenwriter/playwright, WGI mentor 2019 & 2020
alumnus, 3 NYC hospitalizations March & April 2020
survivor, LTC 8.5 months & counting, no pre-existing conditions

SPRING 2021 VIRTUAL GALA

We are excited that we will have our 2021 Spring Gala, virtually! Our Gala promises the
same incredible performances that you’re used to, shared in an innovative way, online. Our
hope is that you’ll join and invite everyone to share in the stunning stories from our
participants. We’re thrilled by the opportunity to share more broadly the work that we do
and the wonderful people that we serve. Get ready to laugh, cry, and be moved as
wonderful actors perform pieces from our workshops… you don’t want to miss it!
DETAILS COMING SOON!

This program is supported, in part, by public funds from the New York
City Department of Cultural Affairs, in partnership with the City Council.

Writers Guild Initiative programs are made possible by your generous contribution. Your
donation enables us to provide transformative writing workshops to underserved populations
with powerful stories to tell.
Please consider supporting us online at
writersguildinitiative.org/donate-to-the-wgi
Or, via check to our address below.
We thank you for your support!
Our mailing address is:
Writers Guild Initiative, 250 Hudson Street, 7th Floor, NYC 10013
Writers Guild Initiative
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